JLS Aviation
Operating Procedures Test
V1.1, January 1, 2020
The following quiz is required for an initial check out in JLS Aviation equipment. At an instructor’s
discretion, this quiz may also be part of an Annual checkout. The answers may be found in the Flight
School Operating Procedures, which are posted on the Flight School web page.
1. In order to schedule an aircraft for solo use on Flight Schedule Pro, what items must be
complete and current in the pilot’s record online?
a.
b.
c.
2. How is pilot information updated in Flight Schedule Pro?
a.
b.
3. With respect to Flight School Operations, what must be accomplished prior to embarking on a
cross country flight that does NOT involve an overnight stay?
a.
b.
4. If taking a Flight School aircraft on an overnight trip, what actions must be accomplished prior to
departure (in addition to the answer in 3 above)?
a.
5. What is the minimum flight time requirements for aircraft use when taking a Flight School
Aircraft on an overnight flight?
a.
b.
c.
6. Assuming that weather conditions are appropriate, aircraft is available and scheduled, what
actions may be taken against a pilot for failure to show for a scheduled flight?
a.
b.
c.

7. In some instances, non-renters are allowed to fly the aircraft. Is this permitted?
a.
b.
c.
8. During a preflight, you discover a flat spot on an aircraft main wheel. What actions must you
take to ensure you are not held liable for the repair?
a.
b.
9. During a preflight inspection, you discover a discrepancy that you think renders the aircraft
potentially unsafe for flight. In addition to the above, what are your actions?
a.
10. What is the minimum altitude that you may conduct flight operations while not in the pattern of
an airport (under Flight School procedures)?
a.
b.
11. May a pilot make a flight in the local training area without a sectional?
a.
12. May passengers or other pilots disembark an aircraft with the engine running?
a.
13. Under Flight School procedures, how much fuel must an aircraft land with after a flight?
a.
b.
14. What are the minimum runway requirements to take-off and land for normal operations (not an
emergency) when piloting a Flight School aircraft?
a.
b.
c.
15. When must aircraft be pre-heated?
16. The minimum weather to operate a Flight School aircraft under Visual Flight rules are:
a. Visibility:
b. Ceiling:
c. Winds:

17. What may be counted in lieu of an annual check ride for the purpose of maintaining currency at
the Flight School?
a.
b.
c.
18. For pilots who want act as PIC in a Single Engine, retractable gear Aircraft, what are the
minimum requirements?
a.
b.
19. If you are asked to leave an aircraft on the ramp area for the next person, what are the
minimum requirements prior to leaving the aircraft?
a.
b.
c.
d.
20. What is the purpose for the red bottles in the refueling area?
a.

